Selections

ELECTIONS IN SOCIOCRACY

Define role and term
Gather qualifications
Consent to qualifications

You can nominate yourself!

Understand

“Let’s summarize what this role entails.”; “I propose a term of…”
“What kind of qualifications would you like to see in a candidate?”
“Is this list of qualifications good enough?”

Explore

“Take a moment and think who you think has those qualifications.”
“Who do you nominate and why? Remember you can nominate yourself.”
“Having heard what you heard, do you change your nomination?”

Note down nomination
Nomination round
Change round

Say why!

Propose candidate
Consent round
(& integrate objections)

Decide

“I propose ... for the role of... for a term of .... because ....”
“Do you consent to .... filling this role?”

Integrating Objections

- get more training?
- step down from other roles?
- shorten term?
- track concern?
- give feedback?

- add term end to backlog
- give rights/privileges
- change lists etc.